
Winter Quiz 2021 - Answers 
Use the clues, some of them cryptic involving anagrams, and others more prosaic, to find the names of places, 

people and teams, all of which relate to cricket news in the last five months of the year.  

 

1 When we reorganise we insisted we find England’s first T20 “Super 12” round 
victims. 

WEST INDIES 

2 England left-arm quickie found in my saltmill returned to the T20 squad after 4½ 
years. 

TYMAL MILLS 

3 Top scorer with 94 not out in South Africa’s narrow win over England, hidden in 
sad snared universes 

RASSIE VAN DER 
DUSSEN 

4 City location of the 2021 international T20 cup final. DUBAI 

5 World Cup winner with figures of 3 overs, 0 maidens, 0 for 37 against England in 
30 October thrashing, and 4 overs, 0 for 60 against New Zealand in the final. 

MITCHELL STARC 

6 Unscramble a hunt observer or nervous bather to find Hundred winners. SOUTHERN BRAVE 

7 Captain of team which hit 11 sixes to beat Scotland in the T20 finals. MOHAMMED NABI 

8 Decode Bill’s van invoice to find Dane van Niekirk’s UK Hundred team. OVAL INVINCIBLES 

9 Runners up in the first ever T20 World Cup final, and winners two years later in 
England. 

PAKISTAN 

10 Top wicket-taker in The Hundred with 18. TASH FARRANT 

11 Needing 19 off the last over this West Indian commentator hit 4 consecutive 
sixes to beat England in the 2016 ICC world T20 Cup final at Kolkata. 

CARLOS 
BRATHWAITE 

12 Look in link or leopard to find a 2021 T20 World Cup captain whose side finished 
fifth in its group. 

KIERON POLLARD 

13 Make crow idols shiver into Ashes coach. CHRIS SILVERWOOD 

14 Look in rabbi’s beanbag to find Australia and England a week before Christmas. GABBA BRISBANE 

15 Reorganised journalists rob town by jet gives you two keepers who beat Australia 
with 50 balls to spare in October. 

JONNY BAIRSTOW  

JOS BUTTLER 

16 England all-rounder whose name has the very unusual vowel : consonant ratio of 
5:3, compared with Eoin Morgan’s more conventional 1:1. Retired from Tests in 
September. 

MOEEN ALI 

17 Look in on a rig omen to find an international skipper with London spirit. EOIN MORGAN 

18 79 not out top scorer in historic 10 wicket win over India. MOHAMMAD 
RIZWAN 

19 Made himself unavailable to play West Indies after being directed to “take the 
knee” but later changed his mind. 

QUINTON DE KOCK 

20 World cup winner in 2009, BBC Radio and TV commentator with an MPhil in 
neuroscience. 

ISA GUHA 

21 So manicurists can be reshuffled to give a Western Australian T20 all-rounder, 
lbw to an Adil Rashid googly for 0. 

MARCUS STOINIS 

22 BBC Radio statistician and News Quiz presenter. ANDY ZALTZMAN 

23 Turn Sir John Card into a Barbadian-born fast bowler.   CHRIS JORDAN                        

24 Unashamed harem chat can be reorganised to give a  fluent Tamil quickie .                                          DUSHMANTHA  
CHAMEERA 

25 Cold ants handle bags unjumbled will give the bottom  two teams of the “Super 
12” in the T20 World cup. 

BANGLADESH  

SCOTLAND 

26 Look in oral ashtray to find to find Tân Cymreig all rounder, Abu Dhabi T10 assistant 
coach and Sussex wicket-keeping coach. 

SARAH TAYLOR 

27 Scored 89 to beat West Indies in the T20 World Cup Group 1 match with a stand 
at Lords. 

DAVID WARNER 

28 T20 batsman found in calmly lit herd, shares a name with a team-mate and 2 
Aussies, and hit the winning runs to knock out England. 

DARYL MITCHELL 

29 When a male lion winks  or swanlike oilman  is remixed you get the World Cup 
final captain who was not victorious despite his spectacular 85. 

KANE WILLIAMSON 

30 A wild mason can be converted into an English batsman who shares his first 
name with another member of the T20 squad. 

LIAM DAWSON 



 


